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4th GOP Debate Was A Shit Show
Geoffrey A. Fields

The 4th GOP debate was tonight… and it was a shit show, as expected. News Nation got the

nod of hosting this event. Candidates: Vivek Ramaswamy, Ron DeSantis, Nikki Haley and

Chris Christie were participating. Notably absent was GOP frontrunner former President

Donald Trump.



Chris Christie woke up today and chose violence. Swearing up a storm, this was his moment

to go out with a bang, polling at 3% this is the last time we will see him on stage.

Early on DeSantis and Haley sparred over her support of requiring IDs to be linked to social

media accounts. Topics shifted to Israel where it became heated. Vivek Ramaswamy, in

sports terms, went 1-on-2 and destroyed Nikki Haley and Chris Christie for supporting

foreign wars that drain America’s wealth.

Strong rhetoric was on display by Vivek calling Biden a “fascist” for his assault on American

Democracy. All candidates hit the Biden Admin for creating “a border crisis” echoing Trump.

Host Megyn Kelly pressed the candidates on electability, citing the polls.

Polls show former President Donald Trump with a commanding lead over the GOP field and

President Biden. Rivals to Trump have not picked up steam and the field is narrowing. This

debate, again, is not likely to move the meter. Candidates seem to have fallen into the

realm of irrelevance.
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Winner: Donald Trump

Runner Ups: Vivek Ramaswamy and Ron DeSantis

Losers: Chris Christie and Nikki Haley

Based on the numbers: Donald Trump is the winner of the GOP Debate

Polling at 60% it's hard to see any candidate gaining in the polls as a direct result of the

debate. Meaning Trump will maintain his lead over the field. A significant strategic

advantage can be given to Trump for not debating. Candidates have stolen his policy

platform on the border, economy, taxes and foreign policy. His effectiveness as President,

his resume is very strong. Polling so high, what, he could gain 2 points with a great

performance? What’s the point when his nomination seems secured.

Candidates took their best shots at Donald Trump during the debate. Chris Christie said the

former president was a dictator, echoing left-wing talking points. This past week, DeSantis

called Trump a “keyboard warrior” saying he was afraid to show up to debate. During the

debate Ron DeSantis said Trump is almost 80 years old and alluded that he isn’t fit to be

President.

Trump spent the week hosting multiple rallies and a town hall in the state of Iowa, telling

voters to deliver him a big victory. Posting polls on Truth Social, Trump leads by 50 points

on the day of the 4th GOP debate.

Of the candidates on stage, Vivek Ramaswamy had the best night, producing sound bites

that will live on social media. Going after the Neo-cons and Deep State; he seemed most

authentic. – Questions streamed in from Tom Fitton were most interesting, in terms of

actual importance: DOJ-FBI Weaponization, Rigged Elections. Candidates did call out the
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crooked Russia investigation into Trump as an abuse of power. On the topic of elections

GOP candidates suggest ballot harvesting in states where it's legal and implementing

election integrity after winning “can’t fight with one hand tied behind our back” - DeSantis
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